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Annual Re-Union – May 18th
Doesn’t that sound promising? Looking towards
our get-together, and by then into early summer,
we hope. All the details of the Annual Reunion are
inside.

The Tanfield Glass

It has been a relatively quiet period since the last
Newsletter. At the end of the Christmas term we
had our ‘Tanfield Through Time’ presentation to
the new intake of pupils - Year 7. The pupils are
always intrigued that their new school has such a
long and varied history. The team is asked lots of
questions. We try to make them aware that they
are the latest addition to a 107 year heritage that
they should be proud of. We highlight the many
changes that Tanfield has survived.

Memories of our Annual Reunion

We are told that another change is probably
imminent. Because of Government cuts, Durham
LEA says that it cannot fully financially support
our school. Thus the school will have to find
funding elsewhere, and the answer to that is
Academy status and government finance. So,
watch this space! We are hoping that a
partnership with another county school will be
the answer.
Our ‘Tanfield Through Time’ presentation might
have a new chapter to add, and the school badge
may yet see another transformation.
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Plenty to talk about at our Annual Reunion on the 18th May.

Annual Reunion - 18th May, 2019
Our Annual Reunion will be held on the 18th May this year. (You will
remember that it was brought forward to Springtime to avoid calendar
clashes!)
The venue is the
roundabout where
(Along from where
There is parking at

Hotel 52 Stanley which is located just off the big
the road to East Stanley and Chester le Street take off.
the Pavilion Cinema used to be - for my older readers!)
the hotel, and also on street locally.

We have booked the full restaurant, the - Pazzo, from 11.00 am until
1.00p.m. There is a direct door to the restaurant, without going to hotel
reception. A diverse buffet lunch (including vegetarian) will be served at a
cost of £7.95 p.p. We are asking those attending to pay £5 and the
Association will make up the balance.
You will remember that we tried a similar scheme last year, and it was well
received. However, the Association lost about £40 because meals were
ordered for five members who, having indicated they would attend, did not
turn up. We had their meals to pay for! That is a chunk of money which is
lost from our help to the school, and which is not easy to raise. Because of
this, we are doing things differently this year. When you indicate your
intention to be there, we would like to have your £5 up front.
Would you please make your booking through our Secretary, Elizabeth. Her
address is on the front of this Newsletter, as is her telephone number and email address. Let her know that you are coming, and include £5. (Cheques
can be made to the Tanfield Association)
As an extra bonus, the hotel will give a 10% discount on rooms to any of our
distant members who wish to stay overnight.
We hope to see you there on the 18th May to renew acquaintances, and to
sort out business for the year ahead.

The Tanfield Glass
You will know that each year, in recognition of support and work for the
Association, we award The Tanfield Glass.
The Glass is a wide vase which is engraved with ‘First Things First’ and the
various school badges. The engraving was done by Claire Humpherson.
By unanimous agreement, this year the award went to Duncan Davis for the
time and work that he freely gave to enable the School Dinners Calendar to
be of such quality. Duncan is a professional food photographer and he gave
all his expertise to each dish in our calendar. The ladies who prepared the
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dishes couldn’t believe the time and detail given to each shot in his studio.
So, “Thank You Duncan”.
He is a difficult man to catch, but our
paths did cross at the Pavilion where
Gina Jack made the presentation on
our behalf.
You might notice that Duncan is
proud of his Tanfield heritage. He still
wears his Tanfield blazer, and tie,
with his prefect’s badge in the lapel.
There can’t be many grey bearded,
grey haired prefects around.

Tanfield Through Time
We did a repeat of our presentation, ‘Tanfield Through Time’ to the new

intake of pupils. Our aim is to make them aware that they are the recipients
of a long heritage, and that the school has survived many metamorphoses to
be where it is today, and that they should be proud to have become part of
that long history.
It is received with much enthusiasm by most of the pupils. They are
intrigued to be shown and told how the school has developed. It is a lot of
work mounting a display of images etc., and a full day of teaching to boot.
We feel that it is worthwhile, and the school are keen for us to do it. It
appears to have become an annual event!

Ted takes the helm, while
Eric Foreman helps some
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boys to find answers to their quiz questions.
Amy answers some questions.
At the end of a long day, your
President and
Vice President take a well-earned
rest!

TANFIELD THROUGH TIME
During the last week of the Christmas term,
members of the association presented ‘Tanfield
Through Time’ to all of Year 7. Displays of the
school’s history were put up, we spent a whole
day with Ted doing the introduction to each
class, followed by all of us talking to pupils
and helping with the quiz – a lively session –
then we took the displays down again until
next year.
The quiz sheets were marked over the
Christmas holidays and the class and overall winners were presented with
prizes at the beginning of this term. I went in to do an assembly and present
the prizes, only to discover that OFSTED had landed on the school’s
doorstep... Needless to say, I was on my best behaviour and breathed a sigh
of relief when it was all over!
Elizabeth
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Our Xmas Lunch at the Pavilion
Once again we splashed out for a special lunch at the Pavilion Chinese
restaurant. We were not disappointed. The occasion and the food were
enjoyed by all.

Ted with Elizabeth, Amy and Mavis, his wife.

Jean Simpson, Mevrille Hodgson, Gina Jack - Bob Harrison and Fred
Westwater with Grandaughter, Francesca.

Tom Cooper
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June Todd & Joan Vincenti

Postage Organisation!
I bet you think that we have a sophisticated system of packing and addressing your
Newsletters. Well, you are spot on in your thoughts, here we are. At least we don’t
lick the envelopes anymore.
Here we are packing your last Newsletter for the post. There is one more packer
that you can’t see, and that is Elizabeth who is behind the camera.
You can see
the pile of
Newsletters,
and,
of
course, that
vital part of
the system,
the mug of
coffee.
Packers are
Ted,
Amy,
and Bob.

Monthly Lunches
This is just a reminder to members
who live locally or who are visiting
the area, that we organise a lunch
meeting
on
the
second
Wednesday of every month at a
local hostelry. So far, we have
enjoyed lunch in pubs at Beamish,
Maiden
Law,
Lanchester,
Medomsley, Iveston, Chester-LeStreet, Leadgate and Whittonstall,
and we’re always open to new
ideas. At the end of each lunch, we
take a vote on where we’ll meet the
next time.
It’s very pleasant to enjoy a good meal in good company. Our numbers have
varied so far each month from twelve to twenty-four members. Christmas
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lunch at the Pavilion Chinese restaurant (pictured above) was especially
popular and especially nice.
So, if you live locally or are visiting
relatives, why not join us for lunch? You
don’t have to come along every month –
just when it suits you. If you contact me,
I’ll make sure you are sent a menu in
advance so you can make your choices.
We have to inform the pub of our final
numbers a few days before we go, so
they know how many to cater for.
My phone number and e-mail address
are at the top of the cover sheet. If you
want to come along or if you simply want
more details, please get in touch. You’ll
be very welcome. Elizabeth
Elizabeth with Chris Morrison (No – that’s not really his hair!)

Memories of our Annual Reunion.
Some images, courtesy of Amy Bilton, to remind us of the conviviality of our
October get-together.
Mevrille on the left, Mavis
explains some vital information
while Ted studies a document
just handed to him! No food yet!
Behind we have Joan Allaker
(Kell) and Eric Foreman

The food is served. Lestryne and
Howard Bott delve in, while
alongside Margaret Wilson is too
busy swapping stories.
Standing
Charlton.
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behind

is

Joyce

Joyce Charlton presents Elizabeth with a
bouquet of flowers in gratitude for the
amount of work done to produce the ‘Taste
of Tanfield’ calendar.
Lovely grub!

TWO GREAT GUYS!
If you bought a school dinners calendar from the association, you can give a
big ‘Thank you’ to these two - Keith Stoker, the printer, and Duncan Davis,
professional photographer and former pupil of Tanfield.
These two really know their stuff! They both took endless trouble to ensure
that everything was exactly right for us.
Keith began to draft the calendar before the photographs were taken,
planning the layout, giving valuable advice on a number of issues, ensuring
that adverts were of the best quality, constantly taking the design forward
until the calendar was ready for printing.
Duncan, with vast experience of working with Michelin-starred chefs and
with food companies, was very patient with the four volunteer cooks who
produced the dishes to be photographed. Over two hard-working days, he
produced the twelve photos you see in your calendar – but for each photo
that you see, more than forty photos were taken, to make sure that even the
tiniest detail was just right. And – he found the recipe for Aggie’s salad
cream!
Keith’s and Duncan’s work finally came together and the calendar evolved
into what you have, hopefully, on your wall. We owe them both a great debt
of gratitude for a job very well done.
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The Support Team
If these two gentlemen were at the forefront of the activity, there was a
dedicated team working in the background. Joyce Charlton was
instrumental in getting us funding from Durham County Council, as well as
bringing in quite a lot of the sponsors. These ensured that the bills would be
paid before any calendars were sold – a very comforting situation, especially
as this was our first venture since producing ‘100 – Not Out’ for the
centenary in 2012 and we were on a very steep learning curve!

These four ladies were the cooks who produced the dishes you see on the
calendar pages. Two full days of cooking in the kitchens of Duncan’s pub,
the Black Bull, in Frosterley! It was quite a team effort: L to R, Lillian Flint,
Amy Bilton, Elizabeth Hawkins, Joyce Charlton. Following that, the recipes
were tested at school by a group of ten pupils working with Ted Brabban,
Jean Stoddart, Margaret Jones, Elizabeth and Amy.
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230 calendars were delivered or posted to all parts of the country and to
other parts of the world! If you have a look on the association’s Facebook
page, you may see one hanging on Gillianne Meek’s office wall in New
Zealand. Others have gone to France, the USA, Canada, the Bahamas and
Australia. Tanfield people certainly get around!
What next?
What we can think of now is how to follow ‘A Taste of Tanfield’. Any ideas
on what we can do next?
Answers on a postcard, please…..
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Judy Hurst
On Sunday 27th January the
Bishop of Durham, Paul
Butler, came to Lanchester
All Saints’ Parish Church for a
special occasion- to dedicate a
triptych created by Judy
Hurst in collaboration with
her husband John. This
beautiful
piece
was
commissioned in memory of
two church members, and
significant details of their life
are cleverly woven into it. The
work depicts wildlife in the
area, and celebrates the
spiritual and historic journey
of the church and community
.Judy used water-based oils
on Italian plaster boards so they would not warp. Blue and gold are the
main colours of the triptych. The centre piece is a gilded, sterling silver St
Cuthbert’s cross with inlays of four amethysts and a central garnet. It
stands on a base of medieval oak, etched bronze and Frosterley marble, on
the altar in the Lady Chapel and is truly a beautiful work of art.
Gina Jack has always been Judy’s mentor therefore she wanted her to be
present at the special service.
Do make time to go and view the triptych. Also, if you have the Tanfield
Centenary book, turn to page 108 to see a photo of Judy as a schoolgirl
painting Durham cathedral on a lunette in the corridor of the 1912 block.
Amy Bilton.
Editor: Judy (Judith Jefferson as was a
SGS pupil) was artist in residence at
Durham Cathedral. In a previous issue
we covered an exhibition that she held
there. Watch out for her upcoming
exhibition at Bowes Museum.
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Chris Morrison – Sqezy Bottles
SCENE I
It was 1968, it was Stanley Grammar school and the Beatles were still big,
but had peaked. We did have a debating society, modelled, I think on the
famous, and now infamous Oxford Union. One debate I remember was
about mankind’s arrogance, referring particularly to which side in the
Second World War had sole use of God’s support. Other subjects were the
cold war, the space race, and Roy Jenkins’ liberalisation of morals in private
and public life. There was no mention of global warming, organic farming or
pollution of the oceans due to plastic.
SCENE II
Chemistry lesson taken by Mr Kenny Cousins.
The informal lesson was going well, I did later pass the A level exam with a
moderate score, but the topic would move quickly from the outer electron
shell to predicting the end of the world, no small distance. We were invited
to suggest possible causes of this catastrophe, Nuclear war, invasion from
other worlds, epidemic of infectious disease. Mr Cousins then offered his
opinion of the end. Suffocation under a blanket of SQEZY bottles. At the
time, not such a realistic thought, but with the benefit of retrospection a
quite spooky prognosis. I should point out to younger readers that SQEZY
was the premier washing up liquid of the time.
Apologies to SQEZY, just an example of the many non-biodegradable
packages we use with abandon today. I suspect the South China Sea doesn't
contain many SQEZY bottles, but much of the oriental equivalent. You may
remember the jingle....It’s so easy with SQEZY.
The product name misses out the expected U and E, - apologies to Mr Wood
of the English Dept., from SQEZY marketing department.
I am generally optimistic about this planet’s future, however, the overuse of
plastic is a big issue which Mr Cousins saw as a threat to our survival. The
chemistry class was impressed at the time, but I am even more impressed
51 years later.

A Touch of Nostalgia
The Tanfield that I attended in the late 1940s was a different ‘world’ from
the school and lifestyle of today. One of my classmates, Joyce Sterling,
recently sent some photos taken on a sports day around 1950 which really
highlighted the difference.
The girls ‘Sack Race’.
On the right are Miss
Allison
and
Miss
Richardson (I think)
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The girls’
Race.

Skipping

I seem to remember
that this was the last
time
that
these
novelty events were
held. Future sports
Days were more of the
formal Olympic style.

My classmates.
There’s the young me 2nd from left, front row.
(With hair!) Mr Proud is on the right.
Memories, memories!
Ted B.

Dressed for Sports Day
This is Joyce Sterling, dressed to take part
in Sports Day. We know
that is the case because
her sleeves are rolled up,
and she is wearing
plimsolls.
She is showing her
allegiance to ‘House’ by
wearing the rosette.
This was the end of an era
before girls’ athletics took
over and the sport was
not just an enjoyable
exercise.

School Visit to France 1970s with Mr B. Corbett
An ex member of staff, Brian Corbett, was in touch with me recently and
sent me photographs of a party that he took to France in the 70s. They had
a two centre visit, Paris and then Annecy in the French Alps. Other staff on
the holiday were Mr Harold Robertson, Miss Parkin (or Parkinson?) and a
French lady Elizabeth Courchee.
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I don’t have any names for the people on the photos. If you were there, you
are probably retired now, but you will still remember the young you, and
your friends, so let me have some detail please. Thanks.

There’s always
one!. Who is
the youth
hanging from
the gun barrel
of the tank?

Someone will remember the days when he
was the centre of attention!! Who is he and
where is he now?

WHAT’S THE STORY HERE?
This question is asked of a photograph in your Summer Publication 2018,
no 41, showing a group of boy scouts, some identified by name, entitled
“Scouts Hiking at Glen Coe.” One of the boys is Clifford Beecroft and the
photo was sent at the request of his daughter following Clifford’s death
earlier this year. He is top left and David York is bottom left.
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The scouts in question were part of the 1st Annfield Plain Troop whose
summer camp was traditionally held for two weeks in Glen Coe in the
Western Highlands of Scotland.
This group of seven had hiked from its Glen Coe camp site and the
photograph was taken at the head of a penstock. This consisted of four,
huge parallel, water pipes, leading steeply down a mountain to the village of
Kinlochleven. The latter was located at the head of the sea loch of that
name.
Early in the 1900s an aluminium smelter was constructed adjacent to the
village, hence the need for substantial hydroelectric power. The creation of
the Blackwater Reservoir Dam to the north at an elevation of 1000 ft.,
provided adequate water. The concrete dam was one of the last construction
projects in the British Isles constructed by “Navvy Power” i.e., hand labour,
provided by Irish labourers. The history books also tell us that when the
project was complete, Kinlochleven was the first village in the world where
every house had its own electricity supply.
The route had taken us through the village of Ballachulish, along the south
shore of Loch Leven and through the village of Kinlochleven. As we hiked
through the village at twilight the windows of each house gave glimpses of
cosy, fire-lit interiors with families enjoying their evening meal. We were
envious.
Then scrambling up, at about 45 degrees, alongside the steel pipes of the
penstock for the 1000ft. height gain, we reached the structure where dam
water from an aqueduct led into the piping for the plunge down the
mountain.
We were greeted at the top, in the dark, by one of the maintenance men who
showed us our “bedroom” which was a concrete box-shaped structure under
which one could hear the water transferring from a horizontal run to a steep
descent through the piping.
In the morning, when the photo was taken, we didn’t look too dishevelled
following our sleep on the noisy, concrete floor.
The remainder of the hike took us across barren Rannock Moor, down the
Devil’s Staircase and through Glen Coe with its Massacre memories and
back to our camp site.
If “School Days” are considered to be the happiest days of one’s life then in
my opinion they are closely followed by “Scouting Days.”
The hike referred to is now a section of the West Highland Way, total
distance 100 miles approx.
The aluminium smelter is now demolished.
David York 1945 -52
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A Sixth Form Photo
This group photograph was taken 1948/9. I’m hoping that someone can add
some names for me.
Actually these are the older pupils that I looked up to and admired as a
young pupil. I’m guessing that they will be having their 90th birthday about
now. I can still see the faces that set my young heart racing! Sadly my
memory for names isn’t up to scratch these days, so help me out.

Girl’s Rounders Team 1946
Here is a real ‘blast from the past’. I know it is
because these girls are of my era!!
I hope that the photo brings back some happy
memories
to
those
still
around.
It would be interesting to know
where the photo was taken.
The school field was never like
this!
(Thank you Joyce)
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Girls of 1949
I don’t know anything about this photo, apart from the fact that our very own Mrs
Stoddart, who will have taught many of you, is bottom right. (Jean Finlay)
I am hoping that someone will let me have some details for the next edition.

The source of the
photo, whom I
believe is ‘E. Dodd’
on the back row,
with a former
classmate, Nigel
Seccombe.

An Image of Form 5F from 1977/8
This must have been taken
towards the end of the
summer term.
Where are you now folks ?
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Keith Blackburn
This photo was found amongst
Keith’s
papers
by
his
daughter. I think that it dates
from 1951.
Keith is 3rd from the left, back
row. Who are the others and
what is the occasion?
I don’t think it is a football
team because there are 13 of
them, - and they can’t all be
No 11 ‘the outside left’.

It doesn’t look as if the background is Tanfield school, so where is it, and
why?
Someone must know.

Milly Hobson (Nee Wilkinson)
I am sending a photo from a Sixth Form after school Christmas party of 1960.
I think that is Bob

Harrison 3rd from
the right. I note that
his name appears
in the Newsletter as
both President and
contributor.
I have no family left
in the North East
but I enjoy reading
accounts, especially
from ex-pupils of
my era.
Kind regards,
Milly Hobson
(Wilkinson) ’54-61
(Editor: Who are the 2 question marks?)
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SGS 6th Formers
Jean Simpson (Farbridge) came across this old photograph. Her late
husband Roger is in the centre, but, can you put names to the others?

Mavis and I can remember some, but not all. We think that it is a mixture of
Upper and Lower 6th.
Back row, 4th from the right is Sheila Rose, who some of you will remember
as Mrs Jolly. There’s a start for you!
Ted

Some Early Responses
A very interesting read. Well done to all involved.
Best wishes,
Lestryne Bott
Excellent

Bill Graves

The Newsletter is an excellent read. Thank you.
Amy Bilton
Thanks very much.
Many happy returns from a cold and windy Ireland.
Michele Cooper-Fay
Thank you for another interesting and informative Newsletter.
Lenore Ewart
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Harold Reay - Calendar
Hi Elizabeth,
Just to let you know that my aunt, Olga Reay, was intrigued and amused by
the calendar. The recipes and photographs will give her hours of pleasure as
she reads with great difficulty now, resulting from failing eyesight.
She remembers your visit asking for information about Miss Nicol.
She regrets that she didn’t partake of school dinners, preferring to dash up
to Louisa Terrace where Grandma was on hand, then dashing back down
again for afternoon lessons. Maybe all this daily exercise has helped her to
live to be 100 next August.
Her recent claim to fame is on the front cover of the ‘100 Not Out’ book.
There she is, forever young, in her new school uniform.
Thanks,
Harold.
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….and Finally:
A word of warning to those of you who rely on your ‘Spell-Checker’.
Lenore Ewart.

...and Finally, Finally
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